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Clinicians and health systems are facing widespread challenges, including changes in care delivery, escalating health care costs, and the need to keep up with rapid scientific discovery. Reorganizing U.S. health care and changing its practices to render better, more affordable care requires transformation in how health systems generate and apply knowledge. The “rapid-learning health system”—posited as a conceptual strategy to spur such transformation—leverages recent developments in health information technology and a growing health data infrastructure to access and apply evidence in real time, while simultaneously drawing knowledge from real-world care-delivery processes to promote innovation and health system change on the basis of rigorous research. This article describes an evolving learning health system at Group Health Cooperative, the 6 phases characterizing its approach, and examples of organization-wide applications. This practical model promotes bidirectional discovery and an open mind at the system level, resulting in willingness to make changes on the basis of evidence that is both scientifically sound and practice-based. Rapid learning must be valued as a health system property to realize its full potential for knowledge generation and application.
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evidence-based solutions. Internal surveillance is supplemented by scans of emerging clinical and health-services research for potential solutions. The PCMH pilot at Group Health stemmed from internal recognition that solving problems in patient experience, staff burnout, quality, and costs was critical for organizational vitality (11) and that research literature on primary care, chronic illness, and the medical home pointed to redesign opportunities. Similarly, the opioid-prescribing initiative at Group Health arose from federally funded observational research indicating excess death in persons receiving opiates for noncancer pain at Group Health and elsewhere (4); review of patient care outcomes; and local factors, such as the introduction of state-level practice guidelines.

**Design**

Participatory design involves key stakeholders to ensure that their ideas are considered and that end products meet their specific needs. By blending research evidence with daily experiences of a frontline workforce, a learning organization leverages evidence about “what works” in the context of its own setting, population, available resources, and organizational culture. For health care systems, one-size-fits-all solutions are rare; effective strategies usually have multiple components and require local tailoring at the microsystem level (12). The PCMH design work and opioid safety improvements each involved primary care clinicians, content experts, information technology personnel, researchers, and clinic staff to develop core components for the entire system and elements that could vary locally. The opioid-prescribing initiative combined design and prototyping into an intensive week-long workshop where representatives from across the organization defined new care processes, developed standardized patient education materials, and identified specialty care consultants to help manage complex cases. This intensive effort, based on best available evidence, allowed all stakeholders to iteratively develop and refine the tools and resources needed to improve prescribing safety. In both cases (PCMH and opioid work), the design work benefited from participation by an array of stakeholders, including patients. Although we have not developed a prescriptive staffing model for the rapid-learning health system, we have realized success by bringing together groups who are committed to achieving benefits through implementation and translation and who possess subject matter expertise, an understanding of the underlying data and information technology systems, clinical and care delivery experience, change management expertise, and research methods knowledge. Ideally, these
persons work together from design through dissemination to ensure ongoing learning and adaptation.

Implementation

It is risky and often counterproductive to introduce wholesale innovations in complex systems without pilot-testing on a small scale—ideally, by using a control or similar benchmark. Innovations are often regarded skeptically by clinicians and managers, and the interplay of the innovation and current practices cannot be predicted. Piloting the PCMH at 1 Group Health clinic facilitated understanding of the interdependent variables that could affect successful spread to other clinics; the PCMH team identified core elements necessary for the model to work across the organization and those that could vary. The experiences of “early adopters” guided this implementation-and-spread process. In the opioid initiative, the implementation activities were prototyped during the design phase and packaged in a cohesive manner to be spread system-wide. The package included electronic medical record-based guidelines, online clinician training, standardized patient education materials, and a care plan template, which is also available in the electronic medical record. This multifaceted implementation strategy led to high clinician engagement and stronger partnerships between researchers and clinical leaders (5).

Evaluation

Predefined evaluation with timely feedback ensures that implementation of a change can guide subsequent actions. Ideally, the evaluation includes feedback from everyone affected. Group Health used real-time clinical, utilization, and cost data and brief surveys of practitioners and patients to form a comprehensive picture of intended and unintended outcomes of the new PCMH model. A mixed-methods approach was used to gather both quantitative and qualitative insights about the effect of the model on patients and staff and adherence to PCMH principles and processes. The evaluation identified features that would facilitate PCMH adoption system-wide. A rigorous prototype evaluation was valuable because system-wide implementation would require major investments and widespread redesign. In a rapidly changing health care environment, decision makers require timely results, so pragmatic research designs—deployed quickly to produce “good-enough” data—are well-suited to the pace of contemporary health care. Abernethy and colleagues (10) have underscored this point, noting the importance of balancing rigor and the efficient generation of generalizable evidence.

Adjustment

Learning health systems are neither insular nor myopic; they actively seek and apply objective evidence about improving care. The Group Health PCMH demonstration occurred while other systems were testing similar changes, meaning that emerging evidence could be incorporated, as could refinements based on the internal evaluation, similar to “plan–do–check–adjust” cycles that are cornerstones of quality improvement (13). Each clinic has made modest adjustments reflective of its staff composition, clinic volume, and panel sizes; however, core elements of the model, such as the use of virtual medicine and using staff to the full extent of their licensure, were standardized from clinic to clinic (14). Formal evaluation of the opioid safety work at Group Health is under way.

Dissemination

Open discussion of evaluation findings with internal stakeholders reinforces a learning culture. Although Group Health researchers remain committed to peer-reviewed publication to contribute to generalizable knowledge, peer-reviewed literature alone is often not a sufficient dissemination channel for health care transformation; decision makers rely on information sources (for example, trade journals, industry webinars, and informal storytelling), and the lag time for academic publications is a problem for work that can potentially inform ongoing health care delivery. Deliberate and timely internal dissemination processes to describe why the prototype PCMH worked, for example, or sharing the researchers’ work on opioid overuse in noncancer pain were critical for continuous learning and improvement. Researchers may often overlook these key steps if they view other researchers as their primary audience. We believe that learning health care systems require effective communication channels directed toward internal and external stakeholders.

To date, the PCMH and opioid initiatives have benefited from strong internal and external dissemination efforts, including peer-reviewed articles coauthored by researchers and clinical leaders (4, 5, 11–13), use of internal communication vehicles (newsletters, staff Web site, and leadership meetings) to promote awareness of these initiatives, and reports in lay media. In another recent learning health initiative, Group Health researchers and radiologists partnered to document and disseminate information about the rapid surge in use of high-end imaging in the organization, enabling radiology clinical leaders to inform the rest of the system of these findings in real time. This spurred system-wide efforts to develop and install decision support to improve use of imaging across the organization before the findings were published (6).

Conclusion

The hallmarks of the rapid-learning health system are the vital partnership between research and clinical operations and a shared commitment to leverage scientific knowledge and evaluation for rapid, point-of-care improvements. Given that clinical medicine is constantly adapting to ongoing discoveries, this concept of rapid-learning health care is a practical model that promotes bidirectional discovery and an open mind at the system level—resulting in willingness to make changes on the basis of evidence that is both scientifically sound and practice-based. Moving this concept to action requires a culture and an infrastruc-
ture to facilitate rapid learning combined with strong leadership support. The PCMH pilot project catalyzed organizational change and helped cement the rapid-learning culture at Group Health, benefiting subsequent initiatives in opioid prescribing, shared decision making, high-end imaging, and value-based benefit design, among others. However, rapid learning is not automatic and can be humbling. Communication, engagement, flexibility, and an ongoing commitment to study changes in real time must be institutionalized and valued as system properties. The nation’s investment in medical research demands that we do more with the knowledge we generate. Rapid-learning health systems can ensure a return on that investment.
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